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Chapter 2751: Counsel, I won't let you go 

look! 

The opponent has more and stronger subordinates, and more and stronger eternal emperor soldiers, 

and even the power of the white world that erupted on the page of eternal life could not really kill. 

All signs indicate that Su Lang is very likely to be of the same type as him. 

If it is not the eternal clone of the Nine Universes, it is simply the eternal power of the Nine Universes 

reincarnated and rebuilt for various reasons! 

therefore. 

He persuaded! 

But in his opinion, this is called Congxin, not counseling... 

"Su Lang...sir!" 

"It's because we didn't investigate the situation clearly, so we rushed in, misunderstanding, it was all 

misunderstanding!" 

Yi Nanzhuo also slapped haha with an anguished expression, obviously also persuaded. 

"Tsk tut." 

"It's really faster than turning a book." 

"If I said, I am not someone's clone, nor is it the Nine Universe Great Power to rebuild, what shall you 

do?" 

Su Lang's indifferent voice came from the mouth of the boundless horn, "Immediately turn his face 

again and deal with me?" 

"Hahaha!" 

"Friend Su Lang, don't be joking, your Excellency is so extraordinary, how can you be an ordinary eternal 

warrior of the eight universes?" 

If Shang Quhan didn't feel the irony in Su Lang's words, he laughed and said. 

"exactly!" 

Yi Nanzhuo immediately agreed, "Su Lang...sir, you see, our subordinates are all dead, and you have 

nothing to lose, so let's just forget it." 

"Ha ha!" 

"I will tell you the truth." 

"Actually, I am really not a Nine Eternal Reconstruction, let alone a clone of the Nine Eternal Realm." 
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Su Lang sneered, "So, you must fight me to the death!" 

Although Shang Quhan and Yi Nanzhuo were soft, but he couldn't let them go. 

Shang Quhan is a real avatar of the Nine Universes. 

If you ask him to go back and investigate the truth and know that he guessed wrong, he will definitely 

call the deity. 

At that time, the trouble will be big! 

With the abilities of Shang Quhan's deity, investigating Su Lang's footsteps is not easy, and certainly not 

difficult. 

and so. 

Sooner or later, we have to match up, it's better to kill Shang Quhan here first! 

"Are you not a clone of Nine Universe Great Power?" 

"Isn't it a powerful person who can rebuild Nine Universes?" 

Shang Quhan squinted his eyes, and suddenly smiled, "The Daoist joked, even if he took 10,000 steps, 

the Daoist really has nothing to do with the great power of the Nine Universes. Because of the 

extraordinary qualities of the Daoist, he is not willing to offend him. " 

"Master Su Lang." 

"We can't meet each other without fighting." 

"Let's stop here, let's turn the fighting into jade silk!" 

Yi Nanzhuo said, he wanted to implement this matter. 

"Tsk tut." 

"I said that I have nothing to do with the Nine Universes and Eternal Fifth. It is really pitiful for you to not 

turn your face." 

Su Lang's ridiculous voice came from the Infinity once again, "Unfortunately, you will not let you go." 

"Your Excellency Su Lang!" 

Shang Quhan's eyes condensed, and he said coldly, "That's the end of the conversation, are you going to 

fight us?" 

Seeing that Su Lang still refused to take a break. 

Shang Quhan feels a little bad! 

In his opinion, Su Lang must be related to Jiu Zhou Eternal, and the reason why he said those words was 

to tease them. 

But Su Lang was biting so hard that Shang Quhan had to wonder if the other party had an enmity with 

his deity, and he happened to run into him! 



"Master Su Lang." 

"You know that Lord Shang Quhan is the eternal clone of Jiu Zhou!" 

"We want to go, you can't stop it at all, then you will usher in the disaster!" 

Yi Nan's frantic expression gradually disappeared, suppressing the anger in his heart, and said coldly. 

"Can't keep you?" 

"Unless the Nine Universes come forever, otherwise, this is a joke!" 

Su Lang sneered again and again, and with a direct thought, the "Desperate Eternal Prison Array" 

immediately unfolded, covering a light-year radius! 

After these days. 

Under the action of the self-reproduction function of the formation. 

The Desperate Eternal Prison Array has grown to the top level of the Eight Eternals! 

Although a lot of materials are consumed, the effect is surprisingly good! 

The Despair Eternal Prison Array was originally an array used to retain people, and it unfolded extremely 

fast. 

Shang Quhan and Yi Nanzhuo hadn't reacted before they realized that they were enveloped by the 

formation! 

Chapter 2752: The top eight universes, now 

"what!" 

"This is the top-level formation of the Eight Eternal Realm!" 

"How is it possible, how can this formation be arranged in an instant!" 

"Even the arrangement of the Nine Universe Eternal Level Super Array Mage will definitely take a 

while!" 

"..." 

Shang Quhan unfolded his spiritual thoughts, and looked at the formation arranged by Su Lang with 

horror, it was incredible! 

Yi Nanzhuo's complexion became even more stiff, and her pupils shrank sharply! 

He could feel that if he came alone, he could not deal with this formation alone! 

at this time. 

"Xuanhuang Grinding!" 

Under Su Lang's guidance, the sky and the ground appeared on the top and bottom of the universe, the 

sky is the color of the sky, and the color of the earth is yellow! 
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Suddenly! 

An extremely depressed feeling appeared in the hearts of Shang and Quhan! 

"This is an array that consumes mana and will!" 

"The barriers around the formation are also extremely strong, I can't break it in a short time!" 

"This Su Lang is really going to fight me to death!" 

Shang Quhan gritted his teeth, he didn't expect Su Lang to be so decisive, he must kill him! 

at the same time. 

Yi Nanzhuo looked at Shang Quhan frequently, and his eyes flashed anxiously. 

"Su Lang chopsticks!" 

"Do you really think you've taken me down?" 

"Don't forget, you are only a temporary boost!" 

Shang Quhan nodded to Yi Nanzhuo, looked at the tall and boundless Infinity, and said coldly, "Since you 

are going to fight to the death, then see who wins and who loses!" 

"Noisy!" 

The majestic voice came from the Infinity, like the trembling movement of the entire universe. 

at the same time. 

The Moment of Xuanhuang in the sky and the ground, the two of Shang, Qu and Han are severely 

suppressed! 

The fusion of the Desperate Eternal Prison Array and the Doudu universe and space, not only has the 

power of Su Lang's universe, but also the support of the Doudu universe, its power is extremely 

terrifying! 

In the mill of Xuanhuang, Yi Nanzhuo, an advanced level of the Eight Universes, even felt that he was 

about to be wiped out here! 

"Roar!" 

"The dragon fights Tianyu, the scales are open, the armor is off, and the mane is burning!" 

Yi Nanzhuo directly performed the strongest self-harm secret technique. 

However, he saw his dragon body collapse further, leaving only a dozen meters, which is not the size 

that an eternal dragon should have. 

But his combat power has exploded one after another, and the aura on his body has been 

superimposed, and he has temporarily reached the top level of the eight universes! 

In a flash. 



A ripple-like wave of flame erupted from the body of the burning dragon in Yinan, and the ripples 

gathered on the fang-like long-handled knife, slashed fiercely, propping up a golden-red space! 

Rumble! 

The Xuanhuang double grinding together, pinching up and down, directly compressed the golden red 

space opened by Yi Nanzhuo to a range of tens of millions of miles! 

but. 

After all, the Desperate Eternal Prison Array was a killing-type formation, not an explosive attack 

formation, so it did not break the defense that Yi Nanzhuo desperately deployed. 

It was when Xuanhuang Shuangmo collided with Yinan Zhuo Jinhong Ripples. 

"Global Borrowing Law·Tongyu!" 

Shang Quhan's cosmic power surged, the secret technique unfolded, and the surrounding natural cosmic 

power shook! 

This secret technique is surprisingly from the same source as "Tongyu Divine Orb", in other words, 

Tongyu Divine Orb is a sub-spell under this secret technique. 

now. 

After mobilizing the power of the surrounding natural universe, Shang Quhan's breath rose obviously, 

and the magnitude was not small. 

however. 

Before he had time to activate the remaining secret arts. 

"I am the ruler of the universe!" 

"Anyone who is not allowed by me must not use the power of the natural universe!" 

The boundless horn controlled by Su Lang made a thunderous roar, and the secret technique "Master of 

the Universe" suddenly unfolded! 

Suddenly! 

The entire Doudu universe has completely turned into Su Lang's home court! 

This is because he narrowed the scope deliberately, otherwise the natural universe with a radius of 

hundreds or thousands would be turned into his own territory by him! 

And narrowing the scope will allow Su Lang to assimilate Doudu Universe at a deeper level. 

After all, this is to compete with an eternal clone of the Nine Universes for the power of the natural 

universe! 

at this time. 

As soon as "Master of the Universe" came out, Shang Quhan's cosmic art suddenly failed! 



Chapter 2753: Your mother, I also suck 

"Do not!" 

"how can that be!" 

"What I use is the secret technique created by the eternal power of the Nine Universes fused with 

countless secrets!" 

"You, how could you seize the power of the natural universe that I shook!?" 

Shang Quhan felt that he was rejected by Doudu Universe, and his eyes widened in horror! 

It stands to reason that even if Su Lang's secret technique is stronger than him, he can't directly deprive 

him of the power of the natural universe. 

unless...... 

Unless Su Lang's secret technique has surpassed his secret technique too much! 

But this makes people think deeply! 

The mystery of the universe that he used in Shang Quhan was created by his deity, who spent countless 

years, spent countless times, and used countless techniques to eliminate the waste. 

This secret method, even in the eternity of the Nine Universes, is extremely powerful. 

However, it was so far worse than Su Lang's secret technique! 

Then, who created Su Lang's secret technique? How terrifying is his background? 

Thought of this. 

Shang Quhan felt like he was having a nightmare! 

He suddenly regretted to provoke Su Lang. 

But now he has become a feud, immortal, and there is no room for change. 

The other side. 

When Yi Nanzhuo saw Shang Quhan's face changed drastically, he was terrified and shocked. 

What kind of person is Shang Quhan, a clone of the Nine Eternal Realm, but just as soon as he fought, he 

showed this look. 

This made Yi Nanzhuo a little pessimistic about this battle. 

It was at the time when the secret technique of Su Lang's cosmic domain rule was launched. 

Shang Quhan was horrified and horrified, but there was no delay in his actions! 

"The World Borrowing Method·The Universe Jump!" 

"Destroy the life, the life is judged! Kill and kill!" 
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Countless thoughts in his mind, body, eruption, assassination... all kinds of secret methods have 

unfolded! 

His whole human blood was flying, his arrogance was overwhelming, and he held the immeasurable 

source-devouring blade, turned into a scarlet streamer, and instantly smashed in front of the Infinite! 

"Without the blessing of the power of the natural universe, it has reached the level where the eight 

cosmos have passed and the nine cosmos are not full. Is this desperate?" 

With a thought in Su Lang, the power of the universe merged with the power of the natural universe, 

instantly condensed into the strongest defensive secret technique [Severe no prescription]! 

Moreover, this severance was applied to the eight-sided shield of the sky! 

Just at the moment when the Boundless Source Devouring Blade was about to cut the Boundless. 

when--! ! 

The small black buckler directly blocked the front of the Boundless Source Devouring Blade, it was the 

eight-sided shield of the sky! 

at this time. 

Blades and shields struck each other, an extremely harsh impact sound erupted, and countless 

uncontrollable aftermaths of battle tore the surrounding time and space, making the entire world look 

like it was covered with countless black thunders! 

"Quack, come and **** me, little white face!" 

The little black shield device Ling Ajia popped his head out and looked at Shang Quhan with a sneer. 

"It was blocked!" 

"What kind of shield is this? It is also the innate eternal emperor soldier!?" 

Shang Quhan's eyes burst open, anger and suspicion flickered, but he instinctively performed the next 

attack 

——"Yuanyuan·Yoyan!!" 

boom! 

The majestic and vast scarlet light burst from the Immeasurable Source Devouring Blade, like a world-

destroying tsunami, overwhelming the sky, directly covering the sky and eight-sided shield and even the 

entire Infinity! 

These scarlet rays of light are madly absorbing the power of the Heavenly Shield and the Infinity! 

"Ah!" 

"You sucked me, and still so hard!" 

The first time Qi Ling Ajia encountered this situation, he exclaimed, and then shouted, "You mother, I 

also suck!!" 



Immediately after. 

The anti-injury feature on his body exploded, and he also began to absorb the power of the 

Immeasurable Source Devouring Blade! 

Although the anti-injury ratio is only about 80%, it also makes Shang Quhan dumbfounded! 

"What the hell!" 

"This shield has two innate characteristics!?" 

Shang Quhan's heart was shaken, incredible! 

However, the opponent's anti-absorption power was only 80% of his own, and he had a celestial and 

eight-sided shield on his side, and was still absorbing the power of Infinity. 

The latter is the big head! 

Chapter 2754: Shang Quhan Deity Will 

"Suck it down like this!" 

"Su Lang, the temporarily promoted guy, will definitely weaken faster!" 

"At that time, it will be his death..." 

The thoughts in Shang Quhan's heart didn't completely pass away, and he suddenly stood upside down 

all over his body, like falling into an ice cave! 

The next moment. 

Before he could react, he was enveloped in a stream of colorful colored glaze! 

This is an attack jointly launched by Qibao Miaoshu and Jinghua Shuiyue. The latter is even more 

superimposed six times under the effect of characteristics! 

Suddenly. 

Shang Quhan felt himself in a daze, and a plain-looking young man with a frown appeared in front of 

him. 

"How dare you kill the master!?" 

The incomparably ordinary young man reached out his hand to pinch the edge of Boundless Source 

Devouring Blade, his voice was so cold that it seemed to freeze the world! 

"The deity!!" 

"I, how could I...!" 

Shang Quhan was terrified and seemed to forget that he was fighting Su Lang desperately. 

The immeasurable source-eating blade was even more immobile, not only stopped the attack, but also 

seemed to be taken by the deity in front. 
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"Humph!" 

"For the sake of your hard work, go to the heart-piercing **** and face the wall for a trillion years, and 

then look back!" 

Shang Quhan heard this deity say this, and then saw the deity wave his hand, a stream of light fell on 

him, and he tightened. 

Suddenly! 

Shang Quhan felt that all his strength was banned. 

But he did not resist, instead, his knees were soft, and he knelt down directly: "The slave knows his 

mistakes, and I am willing to face the punishment of trillions of years!" 

"Ok." 

The plain-looking deity nodded slightly, his eyes indifferent. 

But at this moment. 

"Where is the rat, dare to fool me into a clone!!" 

An extremely angry voice erupted from Shang Quhan's body, like a sharp sword in the sky, directly 

smashing the entire illusion! 

In an instant. 

Shang Quhan's sense organs returned to normal, and only a faint light shrouded his body, blocking the 

eight black jade chains and colorful glazed light. 

He suddenly understood that he had been confused by Su Lang's illusion! 

but. 

A long sword like a galaxy and a waterfall was already swept by the Infinity, and it was suddenly killed! 

Its power is already infinitely close to the Nine Universe Eternal Realm, and it can even be called the 

weak Nine Universe level! 

"Do not--!!" 

Shang Quhan didn't have time to defend, and his eyes were cracked, panicked, and he felt that he was 

about to fall in the next instant! 

"Nine Tribulations of Extinction! Kill!" 

Suddenly, a low drink broke out in his body again, directly stimulating the upgraded version of the self-

harm-style secret technique of Extinction! 

I saw Shang Quhan's whole body directly changed from plump and jade to gray and blue, skinny corpses! 

A majestic force exploded, surging up surgingly, not weaker than Su Lang's breaking sword with the 

universal annihilation secret! 



The next moment. 

The two attacks collided, the center of the impact annihilated each other silently, and the aftermath of a 

terrifying battle swept away at the edges. 

"Jilan, the life sentence is reduced!" 

Shang Quhan was rescued by the deity's will. He first maintained his state with the Secret Technique of 

Silence to prevent further falls, and then launched the Secret Technique of Recovery. 

I don't know how much he paid, and his breath has recovered a little, from a gray-blue mummy 

appearance to a pale, sickly dying person. 

at the same time! 

"Dragon Mark World——!!!" 

Yinan's beard and hair were stretched, and the dragon scales all over his body were annihilated, turning 

into countless twisted lines into the golden red space that he opened! 

Desperately resisting, he finally persisted in the aftermath of the attacks from Su Lang and Shang Quhan. 

"unfortunately." 

Su Lang sighed in his heart, he had already seen that Shang Quhan had the power of his deity. 

The reason why the Heart Piercing Lock was used first was to replace the power of Shang Quhan's deity, 

but it could not be completely replaced, and the second move, Po Yijian, was also blocked. 

I have to say that the clone of the eternal power of the Nine Universes has a profound background. 

Even this mortal situation can last longer. 

Thoughts flashed in his mind. 

Su Lang didn't stop at any moment in his hand, raising the sword of life with his left hand. 

On this occasion. 

Endless hatred and excitement erupted in Shang Quhan's heart. 

Su Lang relied on secret techniques and foreign objects to temporarily improve. After this blow, his 

combat power would definitely fall like crazy! 

Then, his Shang Quhan must win! 

however! 

Chapter 2755: His Shang Qu is in danger 

however. 

He was just getting excited. 

I saw that the Infinity in front had inserted the golden long sword in its left hand into its heart! 
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"what's the situation!" 

"Why is he cutting himself!?" 

Shang Quhan couldn't help but rise in a deep consternation! 

Immediately after. 

In a flash! 

The breath of Boundless Space skyrocketed directly, returning to its 30% state! 

"How can it be!!" 

"He clearly used secret techniques and foreign objects to upgrade, how can he recover again!" 

"Moreover, I recovered 30% at one time!" 

"That golden long sword, what kind of weapon is it!" 

Shang Quhan looked dumbfounded at the Infinity Number that Su Lang was controlling, and his whole 

body was stunned. 

But the more shocking thing is still to come. 

"Life is innocent!" 

Su Lang used the recovery secret technique, and swallowed countless pills at the same time. 

In Infinity, a large number of eternal warriors were replaced by the substitutes, and all the members 

swallowed the perfect eternal emperor pill, and started the record of Fuyu life! 

This is not over yet. 

Under the dominance of the universe, the Infinity's self-recovery ability received a terrifying bonus, and 

it was absorbing Doudu universe energy to replenish itself at all times. 

Multipronged! 

The status of Boundless is directly restored to 70%! 

Su Lang was unsatisfied, and once again swung the sword of life to slash him, and the Infinite was 

restored to its peak! 

"Do not!!" 

"How can it be restored to its peak state!" 

Shang Quhan changed from dumbfounded to canthus, his bloodshot eyes shone with fright! 

Su Lang Wu Bian recovered to its peak, but he only recovered 30 to 40% of its strength, and he also paid 

a great price, sacrificing his own heritage! 

Comparing the two sides, make a judgment! 



The point is that this is in the midst of a great war. 

One loses and the other grows, his Shang Qu is in danger! 

"If you are not recruited, then go to death!" 

Su Lang's indifferent voice came from the mouth of the boundless trumpet, turning into a violent 

thunder, and at the same time wearing the heart lock, Qibao Miaoshu, Jinghuashuiyue and Yue all 

dispatched! 

If Shang Quhan had no future moves, then these three weapons would be enough to solve it. 

just. 

Su Lang knew that the opponent would not be defeated so simply, because the opponent had his own 

will in his body. 

The true will of the eternal power of the Nine Universes will never be so easy to kill. 

The release of the three weapons such as the Piercing Lock was largely another test. 

really! 

The combined attack of three weapons such as the Piercing Lock came to Shang Quhan's body. 

Suddenly, there was another burst of light from his body, blocking Su Lang's attack. 

However, part of the cost of using this light is the power left by the deity, and the other part is the 

power of the strange Shang Quhan. 

Shang Quhan, who had recovered some of it, once again became ashamed, like a long-dead corpse. 

"If you stop, this matter will be exposed!" 

An extremely majestic will rose from Shang Quhan's body, directly replacing his original consciousness! 

This will is extremely vast, heavy, vicissitudes of life, and majesty, giving people a sense of being king of 

the universe. 

"Are you the deity of Shang Quhan?" 

"Hehe, you didn't say a word to **** my eternal life page. Now that you can't hit it, you will stop?" 

"Not to mention that the matter has come to this point, Liangzi has already settled, I will not let you go!" 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes slightly, and a trace of sarcasm flashed through his cold eyes. 

"Since you insist on shooting, let me die with this clone!" 

The voice of Shang Quhan's deity did not fluctuate at all, and he appeared extremely calm, but the more 

he did this, the more angry he was! 

A rising star in a remote cosmic region, even saying that he couldn't let him go, it was so arrogant! 

"perish together?" 



"Don't say it's you, your deity comes, and you can't die with me." 

Su Lang sneered, but he was extremely alert in his heart. 

"Young man, you are too arrogant!" 

The deity of Shang Quhan is as cold as ice, with a trace of murderous aura. 

"Ah!" 

Su Lang chuckled, but turned his head to look at Yi Nanzhuo, "Yi Nanzhuo, Shang Quhan will 

undoubtedly die. You can avoid death by returning to me!" 

Chapter 2756: Hahahaha, come to fight 

"wishful thinking!" 

Yi Nanzhuo resisted the Desperate Eternal Prison Array for such a short time, it was already at the end of 

the crossbow, and could be wiped out by the formation at any time. 

But in his opinion, if the deity of Shang Quhan shot, then Su Lang would definitely be finished. 

What's more, when he surrendered to Shang Quhan, he was also subjected to methods and could not 

betray at all, otherwise he would pay an extremely terrifying price. 

just. 

Yi Nanzhuo never expected it. 

A resolute sentence of oneself seemed to have triggered something. As soon as the words were 

finished, an extremely powerful suction was applied to him! 

It is the Zijin Gourd that has taken off! 

Next, we have to face a battle with Shang Quhan's will. 

Therefore, Su Lang planned to clean up Yi Nanzhuo, so that the Desperate Eternal Prison Array could 

affect Shang Quhan's body. 

at this time. 

The purple-gold gourd hanging on the Qibao wonderful tree pointed at Yi Nanzhuo, and the powerful 

and unparalleled suction surged out. 

"Do not!!" 

"Lord, save me, save me!!" 

"what......!" 

Yi Nanzhuo cried out for help, he had already run out of energy to resist the desperate Eternal Prison 

array. 

At this time, he was locked in by the purple gold gourd, and he couldn't maintain the dragon mark 

realm. The whole person turned into a black spot and was sucked into the gourd! 
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From beginning to end. 

The deity of Shang Quhan didn't make a move at all. 

He knew that once he shot the rescue device Nanzhuo, after all, he would usher in a storm-like attack 

from Su Lang! 

What's more, Yi Nanzhuo is no longer able to work, and it has lost its value, so why bother to save it? 

During the entire process, he stared at Su Lang, and he hadn't even looked at Yi Nanzhuo! 

For Su Lang. 

If Su Lang used the Youtian Sword to attack Yi Nanzhuo, then Shang Quhan's deity would definitely take 

action. 

But he never expected that Su Lang's approach was unique and completely beyond his expectations. 

Now Zijin Gourd shot automatically, and Su Lang was still holding the Youtian Sword in his hand, and he 

could burst out the highest combat power at any time! 

"All right." 

"Now let you and I decide the victory and defeat, the points are born and die!!" 

The huge planet-like eyes of the Infinity Star fixed on Shang Quhan, and Su Lang's sneer came from his 

mouth. 

At the same time, Wuyin held the hilt of the Youtian Sword with both hands and raised it high! 

"Su Lang!" 

"Since you are looking for death, then I will fulfill you!" 

The deity of Shang Quhan saw that Su Lang was dead and wanted to fight to death, and his heart was 

very angry. 

He really didn't want to lose this clone. 

The top-level clone of the Eight Universes, even he, would take countless years to cultivate. 

In the long years, he only cultivated two such clones. 

"Hahahaha! Come to fight!" 

Su Lang's wild laugh came from the mouth of the boundless horn. 

On the sword like the galaxy sky waterfall, the immense power is condensed into a broken sword, which 

is instantly cut out! 

Suddenly. 

A pure white sword light seemed to penetrate the entire Doudu universe, from top to bottom, to kill 

Shang Quhan! 



In this process. 

Wearing Heart Lock, Seven Treasure Tree, and Jinghua Shuiyue also broke out a second wave of attacks! 

More desperately, Xuanhuang Shuangmo of the Cosmopolitan Formation was severely suppressed! 

this moment. 

It is as if Shang Quhan were to be killed by Su Lang along with the entire universe! 

"The world borrows the law·Lixu!" 

The deity Shang Quhan sighed in his heart, without any hesitation, directly used the secret technique at 

the bottom of the press box! 

In a flash. 

However, he saw his body turned into an illusory translucent shape, as if detached from this universe, 

unable to be attacked! 

This move is indeed a very powerful move, standing still in place, it can also avoid fatal attacks. 

But Youtian Sword had already swallowed the characteristics of Broken Dream Sword, and the sword 

was hit! 

Sneer--! 

The pure white sword light fell on Shang Quhan's body! 

The innate characteristics contained in the sword aura suddenly evoked countless cosmic forces from 

the void of Doudu universe. 

These cosmic powers have very strange characteristics, like countless hands grabbing Shang Quhan's 

body, pulling it out of the state of emptiness! 

"what!" 

The deity of Shang Quhan was shocked in his will, and instinctively once again performed the Void 

Secret Art. 

Suddenly! 

Chapter 2757: The jade of life is broken with a sword 

His body is illusory again! 

Amidst reality and emptiness, it looks like a flickering image. 

But a moment before this! 

Part of Po Yijian's power fell on Shang Quhan. 

Rumble! 
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A group of white light gradually enlarged, and a violent explosion suddenly appeared between the sky 

and the earth. 

"Damn!!" 

The deity Shang Quhan was very angry, and the light on his body had been shattered by the sword light! 

If it hadn't been for the second time that he was able to expand in time, he would have already broken 

his defense! 

But he can use Lixu twice in a row, which also cost him a lot! 

"This kind of secret technique is good." 

"With a touch of detachment, it deserves to be the power of Nine Universes." 

When Su Lang witnessed Shang Quhan launching the Void Secret Art, avoiding weapons such as the 

Heart Piercing Lock and the combined attack and the killing blow of the Breaking Sword, his heart was 

slightly frozen. 

Fortunately, the Void Secret Art can only last a very short time each time! 

at this time. 

The sword light exploded in all directions. 

Shang Quhan's state of emptiness is also lifted again! 

"How many times can you use this secret technique?" 

Su Lang showed a sneer, while swallowing the pill, he raised his hands again and slashed fiercely! 

Sneer! 

Break the sword and tear the time and space! 

A piece of colorful glazed light was shrouded around the sword light, and on the outside, eight chains of 

black jade pierced like a flying sword, so sharp! 

"The world borrows the law·Lixu!" 

The deity of Shang Quhan will repeat the old skills, and he is also prepared for defense and 

counterattack! 

boom! 

The pure white sword light slashed on Shang Quhan's body fiercely! 

The characteristics of the instant of sword emergence collide with the secret method of the will of Shang 

Quhan deity once again! 

The violent explosion appeared again! 

"Su Lang, I will kill you!" 



At the center of the explosion, a ray of light appeared and disappeared, and the deity of Shang Quhan 

roared ferociously! 

However, Shang Qu Han's body collapsed in an instant, turning into countless grit-like crystal wall 

universes. 

These crystal wall universes are also constantly disintegrating, and the energy generated has turned into 

a strange octagonal array! 

This formation came out. 

From the eight corners, eight pillars of emerald blue light jetted straight into the sky! 

The power of these beams of light actually broke the siege of the desperate universe. 

It even counteracted Su Lang's cosmic domain dominating secret technique, grabbing a large amount of 

the power of the natural universe and integrating it into the formation! 

"Tongyu eight directions!" 

Su Lang used the formation recognition function to directly see the name and characteristics of the 

formation. 

This formation has two functions. 

The first is to use the clone of Shang Quhan as an anchor to attract the power of the deity. 

The second type is incidental. The will of Shang Quhan's deity can escape through the channel formed 

by the formation. 

The will of Shang Quhan's deity is surprisingly to use both! 

It was the moment Su Lang saw through the formation. 

The incomparably terrifying power appeared out of thin air in the Tongyu Eight Fang Formation, and 

then attached to the Boundless Source Devouring Blade! 

"Kacha——!!!" 

There were cracks on the Boundless Source Blade. 

Another majestic force swarmed out of the cracks, and merged into the power of the deity attracted by 

the universal array! 

This is a secret technique at the cost of damaging weapons! 

"This is... the true power of the Nine Universes!" 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes, and for a moment the sword of life in his left hand was directly inserted into 

the heart of Infinity. 

Immediately afterwards, the Infinity, surrounded by Tianjia's eight-sided shield, raised the Youtian 

Sword 



——"The Jade of Life Broken·Breaking a Sword!!" 

The condensed white sword light shattered time and space, and suddenly slammed in front of the 

Bafang Tongyu formation! 

This power of breaking a sword and light is surprisingly stronger than any previous one by hundreds of 

thousands of times, and it has directly stepped into the real eternal realm of the nine universes! 

"what!!" 

"How could he burst out with such a powerful force!" 

The deity of Shang Quhan was horrified and unbelievable, and a deep sense of badness rose in his heart! 

He had a faint hunch, his distraction, I am afraid it will be damaged here! 

But he had no choice but to control the Boundless Source Devouring Blade, slashing out 【Source 

Devouring Pharyngeal】! 

Clang! 

Chapter 2758: I remember you, Su Lang child 

Rumble--! ! 

The scarlet sword light bombarded with the pure white sword light, exploding the aftermath of the 

overwhelming battle. 

The sword light hit the center, directly forming a small cosmic hole! 

Tongyu octagonal array, desperate Eternal Prison array, annihilated at the same time! 

The deity of Shang Quhan will control the boundless source-devouring blade, while resisting Su Lang's 

peak blow, while constantly devouring the power of breaking the sword light. 

however. 

The power of breaking a sword is too majestic and vast! 

It has completely exceeded the limit of the Immeasurable Source Devouring Blade! 

"Crack!!" 

The immeasurable source-devouring blade that had already cracked cracked again with a large number 

of black cracks, and a terrible scream came from the blade! 

"Do not!!" 

Shang Quhan's deity was extremely furious, but he had no other means to use! 

at last! ! 

Keng. 

The immeasurable source-devouring blade broke apart and flew like broken leaves in a strong wind! 
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The sword light of the broken sword was like a galaxy that crushed the sky, and hit the will of Shang 

Quhan's deity fiercely! 

"I remember you, Su Lang child!!" 

The will of Shang Quhan's deity collapsed suddenly, he fixed his eyes on the Infinite Number, put down a 

cruel word, and then completely annihilated! 

"Ding! You get the Eternal Soul*1, the Eternal Daojing*1, the Eternal Life Universe*1, the Eternal Body 

Fragment*1081 Gai, the Infinite Source Devouring Blade Fragment*3954..." 

Accompanied by system prompts. 

A large amount of wealth appeared in Su Lang's storage space. 

But Su Lang can't manage for the time being. 

Between the heavens and the earth, the remaining power after breaking the sword and killing the will of 

Shang Quhan's deity began to return, and merged into the body of Su Lang who had been ‘dead’. 

This is the second stage of the [Fate Jade Broken] secret technique. 

If the enemy is successfully killed, there will be a second stage where the remaining power will return to 

itself as quickly as possible, reviving the caster. 

As long as there is still a trace of residual power, even if it is insignificant or almost none, it can be 

successfully resurrected. 

Of course, the less the remaining strength that is gathered together, the weaker the caster will be after 

resurrection. 

at this time. 

Pieces of residual power melted into Su Lang's body, causing him to slowly open his eyes. 

"Nine Eternity is really difficult." 

"This is just a will to stay in the body." 

Su Lang let out a foul breath, he was very weak now. 

Breaking the eternal power of the nine universes exerted by Shang Quhan's will, the remaining power is 

very small, causing him to be very weak after his resurrection. 

Fortunately, the enemy has all been resolved, no one will suddenly hit him. 

and. 

Su Lang himself also has various recovery methods. 

In an instant. 

The pill, secret technique and other methods were all unfolded. 

Su Lang's breath rose rapidly, and soon returned to his normal state. 



"Shang Quhan is dead, and I don't know if Yi Nanzhuo is dead." 

Su Lang stretched out his hand, brought the Zijin gourd in front of him, and dived into his spiritual mind. 

Suddenly. 

He saw a **** eternal dragon that had lost its scales, horns and bristles. It was Yi Nanzhuo. He was not 

dead yet, but he was not far away. 

It seems that Su Lang's will is coming. 

Yi Nanzhuo opened the longan with difficulty, and there was a trace of pleading in his bleeding eyes. 

"Do you want to live?" 

Su Lang used a mass of energy to condense into an incarnation, standing under the head of Yi Nanzhuo. 

There is a huge difference in size between the two, but the huge eternal dragon is the weak one. 

"I...Of course I want to live!" 

"Master Su Lang, I was also coerced and lured by Shang Quhan, so I had to join him." 

Yi Nanzhuo smiled hard, "Hehe, what else can a weak person like me have?" 

"Yes, the weak can only be dominated." 

Su Lang nodded indifferently, "I sympathize with you a bit, but that's all." 

"I, I still use it." 

Yi Nanzhuo stagnated and said bitterly, "I can be your mount..." 

"Do not." 

"You can not." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Mount, I only accept beautiful women." 

Chapter 2759: Kill Yi Nanzhuo, get information 

"..." 

Yi Nanzhuo gaped, shocked and desperate. 

"Well, you go to die." 

While talking, Su Lang dispersed this temporary avatar. 

"No, I...please..." 

Yi Nanzhuo didn't know where the strength came from, and suddenly the dragon's body vibrated and let 

out a terrified and stern cry! 

however. 
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A white sword light fell from the sky, and chopped off his huge dragon head! 

"Ding! You got the Eternal Soul*1..." 

The system prompt appeared in Su Lang's mind, but he didn't care about it, but was sorting out the 

information he had just received. 

He went to Zijin Gourd specifically, but he didn't talk nonsense with Yi Nanzhuo, but used ‘Secret of the 

Word’ to steal the intelligence in his brain. 

Yi Nanzhuo was on the verge of death, unable to even detect it, let alone resist stealing the word secret. 

"Humph." 

"This Yi Nanzhuo really knows something." 

Su Lang squinted his eyes, a slight smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Shang Quhan also showed some sincerity in order to intimidate and lure Yi Nanzhuo. 

Among them is some information about Lingxu Fragmented Domain. 

The intelligence includes multiple paths from the Yilong universe to the Lingxu Fragmented Realm, as 

well as the current situation of the Lingxu Fragmented Realm. 

Lingxu Fragmented Domain is the universe where the pages of eternal life appear the most, and it is also 

a universe with a large number of high-level universes. 

In the endless universe, a large number of eternal existences of the eight universes gathered here to 

start a fierce battle. 

Recently, it seems that it has come to the cycle where the pages of eternal life appear in large numbers, 

and more and more powerful men can't help but emerge from the dark curtain and participate in the 

battle for the pages of eternal life. 

And there were some rumors in Lingxu Fragmented Domain. 

It is said that there are enough of the white world in the universe, and the endless universe is about to 

collapse. 

The appearance of the page of immortality this time is also the last time. 

At last. 

There is also some information about the pages of eternal life. 

The Page of Eternal Life is the most widespread name in the endless universe. 

This thing is divided into three grades, the first grade is broken pages, the second grade is complete 

pages, and the third grade is blank pages! 

On the first two, there are characters that are difficult to understand. 



The eternal warrior who has obtained these two pages of immortality spends a lot of time and can 

complete a certain degree of assimilation, thus stepping into the white world of the universe and 

seeking detachment. 

This process is extremely difficult! 

usually. 

The more incomplete the page of eternal life, the more difficult it is. 

Therefore, the complete page is much more precious than the eternal page of the torn page. 

However, the page of eternal life has a weirdness. 

That is, the same page of eternal life falls into the hands of different eternal warriors, and the 

assimilation difficulty is actually different! 

Once there was an eternal warrior who got a broken page, and the assimilation difficulty was actually 

lower than the complete page he already had. 

Of course, this situation is very, very rare. 

Let's talk about the third-level blank eternal page. 

This thing is a legendary thing, there has never been exact news of such broken pages, only some 

specious rumors. 

But all the eternal warriors who aspire to immortality firmly believe that there is such a thing. 

It is said that as long as you get a blank page of eternal life, you can directly assimilate, and even directly 

transcend the endless universe! 

"Ling Xu Broken Domain, Page of Eternal Life!" 

"For me now, the page of immortality is not very useful." 

"It's just that this kind of thing is important, at least, I have to make it clearer first!" 

"Moreover, the rumors from Lingxu Fragmented Territory, that the endless universe is about to collapse, 

are probably not groundless." 

"Now, the deity of Shang Quhan knows that I have a page of immortality, and I killed his clone. He will 

definitely not let me go easily, maybe he is already on his way to kill." 

"Thinking about it this way, my situation is actually a bit urgent. Next, I can't stay here!" 

Su Lang thought about it, and immediately decided to leave Doudu universe. 

If he said nothing, he immediately dispatched Baiying clone. 

A total of 16,500 Hundred Shadow clones scattered out, following the path stolen from Yi Nanzhuo, 

starting from different paths. 



There are also clones appearing in Suiyou universe and Yilong universe, exploring in more directions and 

leaving a few more retreats! 

Chapter 2760: Rounded to three or two billion 

There are avatars on the way. 

Naturally, Su Lang didn't have to personally. 

He left the battlefield and returned to the opposite platform. After he was ready to flee at any time, he 

further recovered himself and counted the spoils. 

"system!" 

"Save to the origin of the universe!" 

Su Lang started the first step of the inventory process. 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the balance is 3.188.9 million universe origin!" 

Round to three and two hundred million! ! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"This harvest is really rich!" 

Su Lang's eyes widened, two golden lights spurted out like searchlights! 

A full 3.2 billion of the origin of the universe, this is definitely the most harvested in his history! 

But think about it. 

This time not only killed Shang Quhan, the avatar of the eternal power of the Nine Universes, but also 

killed Yi Nanzhuo, the domain master of the Yilong Universe! 

Below these two people, hundreds of thousands of eternal powerhouses were all destroyed in Su Lang's 

hands! 

All the net worth of these people was perfectly plundered and collected into the storage space! 

"Tsk tsk! It's so cool!" 

"Next, the system functions can be improved again!" 

Su Lang rubbed his hands in excitement, and immediately issued an instruction: "System, improve the 

dispatching function of the clone..." 

"Ding! Consumes 1 billion cosmic origins, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 56, the 

number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 56, the number of clones is 56, and the number 

of twins is 56!" 

The 56-level avatar dispatch function, the total number of avatars reached 168, if the Baiying avatar 

function is activated, it will be a total of 16,800! 

"There are more than two billion left!" 
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Su Lang did not hesitate and gave the instruction again, "Improve one-key training and one-key martial 

arts functions!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 billion cosmic origins, the one-key training function is upgraded to 57, and the 

training speed is increased to...1920 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Consume 1 billion cosmic origin, the one-click martial arts function has been upgraded to 57, and 

the martial arts speed has increased...1920 trillion times!" 

Two system prompts came. 

The speed of cultivation and martial arts has all doubled! 

At this time, there are still 189.96 million universe origins left in the balance. 

Think about it. 

Su Lang did not upgrade the one-key empowerment function, but kept it for other purposes. 

For example, it can be used as the consumption of "characteristic swallowing", or for subordinates to 

improve their own use. 

"Next." 

"Count the eternal bodies!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, a large group of minced meat exuding strong cosmic power appeared in front 

of him. 

This is the eternal body of Shang Quhan. 

Because the will of his deity used a very terrifying self-harm burst secret technique, causing his eternal 

body to collapse directly! 

The Crystal Wall universe within it has been annihilated by more than 90%! 

Originally, the number of crystal wall universes in the top eternal realm of the eight universes should be 

more than 19,000 gai. 

But now, there are only more than a thousand gai left. 

and. 

Su Lang swept through these remaining crystal wall universes with his spiritual thoughts, and found that 

the world inside was all destroyed. 

Those life planets or continents that should have been extremely prosperous are all dead, and even the 

planets or continents themselves have turned into countless cosmic dust. 

"This... it's almost useless." 

Su Lang curled his lips, waved his hand and threw it to the Nest of Civilization. 

Soon. 



He took out an eternal body again, this time a dragon corpse, the corpse of Yi Nanzhuo. 

After Yi Nanzhuo died, his body shape returned to normal. 

Its size is a thousand times larger than the infinite number, which shows how huge it is! 

but. 

Under Su Lang's space power. 

The eternal dragon turned into a length of more than one meter, like a small snake lying in front of him. 

"Start to transfer the Crystal Wall universe!" 

Su Lang started to work on the road. 

Yi Nanzhuo is also the eternal dragon of the eighth-level high-level, and the number of crystal wall 

universes is around 18,000. 

This number is terrifying, nearly 10,000 gai more than Su Lang's own! 

It can also be seen from this that Su Lang's daily combat power can reach the Intermediate Level of the 

Eight Universes, and what a huge increase in combat power his skills have brought him! 

 


